
F as in Freedom

Or,

I haven’t read the Code of Conduct, but I’m pretty sure I’m about to violate it



If you become uncomfortable

● leave the room
● talk to devroom organizations
● talk to me (later)

I’d appreciate if you didn’t say mean things about me on social media, but if you do please tag it 
#freesoftware--more on this later--and to @mmillions.



About me
things I am not

an academic

someone with training in statistics, 
demography, anthropology, sociology

things I am

interested in free software

a believer that we can do better

a believer that sometimes we succeed at this

likely to be offensive to someone 

at some point talking about policies



What’s going on?
what we’re going to do

laugh

sometimes be upset or angry

swear

say some other awful things that may be 
triggering

things I am not doing

Speaking on behalf of FOSDEM

trying to offend people

saying certain words



Standards

Also known as: rules, best practices, social contracts, and norms



standards

Images trademarked these orgs or something i guess.



Best practices

Images trademarked these orgs or something i guess. Ada Initiative CC0



Social Contracts

Debian logo CC-BY-SA. Gentoo logo CC-BY-SA



Prescriptive v. descriptive



norms

“...because fuck free software.”

-Someone on Twitter



norms

Me: @$NAME go fuck yourself. Fake Operator is free 
software that we will fix at our own pace. It is being fixed, 

you arrogant prick.��



Norms



People are mean

Some useful things to know



Sometimes people 
are mean on the 

internet



Why you gotta be so mean?

Courtesy of Randall Munroe CC-BY-NC



Why you gotta be so mean?

Courtesy of anymouse1 on flickr. CC-BY-SA



Why you gotta be so mean?
Other reasons

● lack of repercussions
● group think
● culture norms
● mental health, lacking sense of self
● some people are just mean



Why you gotta be so mean?

"You are stripped of the nonverbal cues, the patterns of 
speech, the rate, tone and context and you're left with a 

lot of guesswork."

-Simon Rego, Psy.D.

Quote from: http://www.health.com/news/troll-psychology-mean-internet



Why you gotta be so mean?
Hey Lindy, I don’t know why or even when I started trolling you. It wasn’t because of your 

stance on rape jokes. I don’t find them funny either.

I apologize for that.

I can’t say sorry enough.

It was the lowest thing I had ever done. When you included it in your latest Jezebel article it 
finally hit me. There is a living, breathing human being who is reading this shit. I am attacking 

someone who never harmed me in any way. And for no reason whatsoever.

Quote from: Lindy West. “What Happened When I Confronted my Cruellest Troll.”



You promised 
swearing and 
laughing. This 
isn’t funny.



We’re getting there, I 
swear



codes of Conduct, 
Community 

Guidelines, & 
other Creative 

Names



Codes of conduct, etc
● Code of Conduct
● Code of Ethics
● Anti-harassment policy
● Community Guidelines
● User Manual
● Social Rules



How do we talk in public?

Spoiler: It’s pretty bad



Twitter: methodologies
Search terms:

#foss fuck

#free software :(

free software :(

#freesoftware fuck

free software fuck

#opensource fuck



Data used
#foss fuck (57 results)

#freesoftware fuck (15 results)

free software fuck (285 results)

#opensource fuck (159 results)



“free 
software”,“fuck”



relevance



relevance=“no”



relevance=“no” reason=“other”

Dear managers and customers, Developers cannot create 
bug free software that hits budget when requirements are 
undocumented. FUCK!



relevance= “yes” sentiment



relevance= “yes” sentiment=”negative”



relevance= “yes” sentiment=”positive”



“#freesoftware”,“
fuck”



relevance= “yes”



“#foss”,“fuck”



relevance



relevance= “yes” sentiment



relevance= “yes” sentiment=”negative”



We’re not always 
nice



Jerks

Dear Free Software Foundation: thanks, I was already 
aware of SOPA/PIPA. Now fuck you, because I'd like to 

learn Emacs before midnight.

FFR: please tweet @fsf in the future



Jerks

Fuck you, Firefox 3. If I can't download your free 
software when I want, I'm just going to go back to IE7 & 

bullshit standards. Or Netscape.



Jerks

It is hard to contribute to your project Fuck you, you 
sicken me, suck up my radical free software agenda!



Jerks

BSD: Fuck you with a cock-pony. #bsd #opensource 
#unix



Jerks

Ubuntu is my main [I CAN’T EVEN TYPE THIS WORD]. Love you for life like fuck. 
@ubuntu #ubuntu #linux #newharddrive #opensource

[YEAH, THAT WORD AGAIN]. Fuck yo free software



We care about 
licenses



Licensing and Projects

WHAT THE FUCK, why is #Android going so closed, it 
being #FOSS is what made me love it. Bloody @Google



Licensing and Projects
fuck RT @slashdot: The Android SDK Is No Longer 

Free Software 
http://yro.slashdot.org/story/13/01/04/1339206/the-andr
oid-sdk-is-no-longer-free-software?utm_source=slashdot

&utm_medium=twitterâ�Ś



Licensing and Projects

Fuck you, Redhat! Fuck you for imposing fucking 
licensing issues on FUCKING FREE SOFTWARE!!!



Licensing and Projects

In case you were wondering, the best weapon you have 
for free software license compliance is Debian. That team 

does not fuck around.



Licensing and Projects
Mozilla ditched Windows 8? Who the fuck cares. Always used Chrome!! 
But was a big supporter of the #opensource concept. #firefox #mozilla

I can't wait for the new #Mozilla #Firefox 4 to be out so that all the 
#Google #Chrome exploits shut the fuck up! Que viva el #opensource!

Very convenient that Google calls its stuff #Chrome and #chromium. 
Fuck the searches!!! (via @earthspeakorg) < #opensource engine ? >



Licensing and Projects

FUCK THAT!! RT @techdrivein: Urban Terror HD 
Won't Be Open Source Anymore http://goo.gl/fb/sgj0L 

#games #opensource #urbanterror #urt



Licensing and Projects

Your messed up decisions show little concern for 
#opensource, @twitterapi. "Let's shut down the count 

API. Fuck'em, b/c profits." #tech



There were 8 on NVIDIA



We care about 
Contribution. Or 

something.



Participation

Dear people complaining about tiny little problems in 
otherwise awesome free software: submit your bug, then 

shut the fuck up.



Participation

BUT ITS FREE SOFTWARE THAT MEANS YOU 
NEED TO CONTRIBUTE BACK, FIX IT YOURSELF 

OR SHUT THE FUCK UP



Participation

I'll translate an #opensource project for free, but to 
commercial ventures who crowdsource translation, I say 

fuck off and die.



We have lots of 
opinions about US



community

'Is Android Really Free Software?' - Slashdot 
http://bit.ly/p6d3EL (Fuck off with your #FUD)



community

This week we learn "Woman says Fuck" is considered a 
more important story than "Free software project leader 

justifies abusing contributors"



community

hey #foss project maintainers, if the only people telling 
you you need a CoC are people who dont even write 

code, then fuck them.



community

We should replace "What the fuck open source" with 
"What's the fix open source?" #ato2013 #opensource



community

#opensource #geeks Slashdot tells it users politely, to go 
fuck themselves http://ow.ly/2DDtHB

http://ow.ly/2DDtHB


Wait, why do I 
love free software 

again?



Positive

why the fuck do i write free software? because love is 
stronger than hate. and i love my free software friends.



Positive

Adult male hackers are elevated to 10 year old girls when 
someone breaks out the free software computer stickers. 

#fuck #yea



Positive

Hey guys, feel like playing some solitaire. Fuck the 
windows one and support this: http://goo.gl/hhqUc its 

really cool! :3 #freesoftware

https://twitter.com/hashtag/freesoftware?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/freesoftware?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/freesoftware?src=hash


Positive

fucking fact: Vorbis is THE SHIT #vorbis #xiph #codec 
#audio #music #xiph.org #fuckaac fuck AAC. 

#freesoftware #thebest #twittersucks

https://twitter.com/hashtag/vorbis?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/vorbis?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/vorbis?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/xiph?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/xiph?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/xiph?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/codec?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/codec?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/codec?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/audio?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/audio?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/audio?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/music?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/music?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/music?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/xiph?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/xiph?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/xiph?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/fuckaac?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/fuckaac?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/fuckaac?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/freesoftware?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/freesoftware?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/freesoftware?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/thebest?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/thebest?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/thebest?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/twittersucks?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/twittersucks?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/twittersucks?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/freesoftware?src=hash


Positive

Bugs found by users on the Facebook iPad app. I just 
wanna tell FB: fuck it, just put it on @github and let us 

fix it. #opensource



Positive

Holy fuck !!! They just made #Swift #OpenSource. 
#Apple #WWDC2015



Positive

I FIXED IT!!! I FUCKING FIXED IT! FUCK YOU 
#ANDROID! I AM YOUR MASTER! Ive been to the 

darkest depths of hell and now I am BACK! 
#OPENSOURCE



Positive

"We now block all IP addresses that are located in Cuba, 
Iran, North Korea, Sudan, and Syria" ,#Docker

#Fuck #Shit #OpenSource #iâ�Ś



Positive
Ubuntu first boot. Shits boutta be #lit

#fuck #yea #success #bitch

#ubuntu #opensource #unix #fuckwindows 
pic.twitter.com/lpP3SotTai



I don’t know what 
to say about these 

ones



Huh?

#FreeWilly!! Ah noo ups es #Freesoftware hahaha fuck 
you S O P A !

https://twitter.com/hashtag/FreeWilly?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/FreeWilly?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Freesoftware?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Freesoftware?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Freesoftware?src=hash


Huh?

I met a developer, I asked him what he does, he said that 
he does #OpenSource. What the fuck is open source?... 

freaking #noob....



Huh?

Why the fuck shall we use an #opensource and #free 
alternative #software when we can get an illegal copy over 

internet of whatever we need?



Well, what now?

What twitter can do?



Twitter is bad at 
enforcing their policies



Twitter rules
Check them out: 
https://support.twitter.com/articles/18311#

● content boundaries
● abusive behavior
● spam

https://support.twitter.com/articles/18311#
https://support.twitter.com/articles/18311#


Is this twitter’s job?
Who, if anyone, should police our community?

Photo courtesy of bradleygee on Flickr. CC-BY



How do we talk in our 
spaces?
Spoiler: Still awful



It’s more than 
“fuck”



Still on twitter

“Oh, and there’s this debian fag going around trying to 
get everyone to use free software”



Still on twitter

“FSF = free software faggot”



Still on twitter

“I KNOW LOTS OF THINGS ABOUT OPEN 
SOURCE!!!!!!!!!! SUCK A DICK[...]”



Not on twitter

“Please fuck off and die in a great big chemical fire before 
I get back there to beat you.”



The power of language extends 
beyond the intentions behind 
words to the historical and 
linguistic meaning of the words 
themselves.



cursing is fun and 
can be used to be 
mean, but fuck 

doesn’t have to be 
a bad word.



Cocksucker is a bad word.



Linux Kernel Mailing List

This seemed like a good idea at the time.



The Linux Kernel Mailing List is 
Known For Being Awful



Methodology - Part II
● Create list of words that are damaging
● Compare use pre-and-post Code of Conflict



sexuality



Search terms - sexuality
“Fag” - 24 results - includes “back of the fag packet” and technical terms

“Faggot” - 4 results

“Cocksucker” - 0 results

“Suck (a) dick” - 

“Dyke” - 0

“Lesbian” - 12 results

“Homo” - 21 results (all irrelevant)



Highlights - sexuality

PS: I am going to be using the code for my purpose. So 
slave away fucking faggots.

-January, 2014



Highlights - sexuality
You were in control of systemv (and it's sisters). SystemD is in control of you. SystemD makes 
the rules on things ranging from how /usr is to be handled to how you strictly write fstab.

SystemD is about lennart poettering being a control freak fucking faggot. He needs a girl to 
control but he doesn't "swing that way" so he fucks with us guys using the one thing he can poke 
us with.

I wonder who's the bottom and who's the top in the lennart-sievers partnership (pretty sure it's 
lennart)

-October, 2014



Highlights - sexuality
The proper word for those distro maintainers is faggots/transexuals/SJWs

This is exactly what they are, take a look at planetdebian during the systemd debates and alittle 
before it. Faggots/transsexuals/SJWs and proud of it.

There was NONE of that when Linux was in acendancy (2000-2012). Only engineers and free 
software fans.

We all had a purpose, a common goal, and it wasn't "being a woman", "helping women", "being a 
faggot", "wearing pink ironically", "not allowing intel patches into the kernel because intel is 
mean to women".



Highlights - sexuality
Could you please revive bastille linux for devuan...Debian removed it...

Why? Who knows, it still worked fine then… but you know if 
something doesn't get updates, if that thing is FINISHED.. well then it 
gets kicked out of Debian by the faggots/enemies.



Cocksucker is one of my 
favorite insults



Highlights - sexuality
Treating all writes as read-modify-write cycles on a driver level (and then 
opportunistically avoiding the read part when you are lucky and see 
bigger contiguous writes) is likely more acceptable. But it _will_ suck 
dick from a performance angle, because no regular filesystem will care 
enough, so even with nicely behaved big writes, the two end-points will 
have a fairly high chance of requiring a rmw cycle.



Highlights - sexuality
Problem was caused by my X-Keywords-header, that serves as so called 
spook line

(Hello, NSA! :-) ):

X-Keywords: kettutytЖt, Sanna SillanpДД, IKL, Jammu Siltavuori, 
ryssД, somali, lesbo, homo, lesbian, anarchism, nazi, communism, CIA, 
bomb, nuclear, Semtex, satan, traitor, pedophile



misogyny



This is me

Photo by Kori Feener. CC-BY



Search terms - misogyny
“Cunt” - 10 results

“Whore” - 11 results

“trans*” - 5 results

“feminis*” - 39 results



Porn spam is also a 
problem



HIghlights - misogyny - 1/4

GNU/Linux is dead. The final blow being SystemD, 
brought to you by the social justice warrior (aka: (male) 
feminist) known as Lennart Poettering. A turn coat 
against all other men, a "nice guy" trying to get pussy by 
bending his knee to fat ugly spiteful spinsters.



HIghlights - misogyny - 2/4
[WOMAN] - do nothing cunt. Rules the roost of the "Linux community". Because she's a 
feminist who claims to use linux.

Community standards - profess the wrong beliefs, can't contribute. (Debian just gained one of 
these).

Women making their nest, having the "big dogs" remove those men undesirable to them.

Fat feminist whores.



HIghlights - misogyny - 3/4
The free software and opensource communities used to be dominated by men who did things. 
The people who actually created the projects or contributed code to them, important code, not 
just rehashes or UI changes.

It is now dominated by worthless women who do not contribute anything execept for the few 
who contribute code churn, or apply patches that were created by men somewhere else, aswell as 
those women's sycophants such as Lennart Poettering. They jostle to supplant the few 
remaining originals in "the community".



HIghlights - misogyny - 4/4
New men are shut out via "community standards". What man would ever even approach a place 
that would reject your code because you were mean to women or professed the wrong opinion 
anyway though?

Congrats. You changed out productive men who see things, including feminist whores, for what 
they are, for low-to-no production females and nancys who's only goal is to pad their CV and 
escape to industry. (And maybe re-invent the wheel, coat it in shit, and make you eat it)

Too bad Linus and RMS don't give a damn and don't say a word.

(Or they agree with it all.)



HIghlights - misogyny

I find politically correct stuff so tasteless that I'd rather 
shake hands with a whore with AIDS (yes, that _was_ 
meant to be politically incorrect) than one of the "bible 
thumpers" (*).



HIghlights - misogyny

“Thunderbird is written by aged whore monkeys stoned 
on crack”



HIghlights - misogyny - 1/5
Debian is all about "women in tech" now, and systemd.

If you look at planet.debian.org many of the posts are about promoting women in tech, 
embezzling contributed money of FOSS projects to give to women in tech. Many of the 
"developers" contributions have been to:

1. Package something and then
2. promoting women in tech.



HIghlights - misogyny - 2/5
Lots of talk about "transgender" this, "women in tech" that:

Trans Gender Moves - [NAME] bla bla bla lives of three people: A transman, a transwoman 
and an intersexual person. bla bla bla

Beware of trolls - do not feed - Erich Schubert: bla bla anti-feminist hate for 10 years bla bla

Help empower the Debian Outreach Program for Women - bla bla bla took money give to 
women bla bla bla

Switching to systemd-networkd - retarded picture of some guy bla bla bla systemd awsome bla 
bla bla



HIghlights - misogyny - 3/5
Basically: "Thanks men for what you did in the past, fuck you. Women are going to be running 
things now.

Fuck you again" "Oh look a woman who hates men, pour contributors money on her"

"Oh look a man who writes free software whom is against our social politics - delete his stuff, 
report him to the police"

There are pictures of people with bolts through their face everywhere. Pictures of chubby 
feminist women. Pictures of women with very short hair, bolts through their faces, apple 
computers, and fat. Hell of alot of talk and praise for systemd too.



HIghlights - misogyny - 4/5
Why do these things go together? When did the freesoftware movement become about b 
women, packaging, and systemd?

It used to be about software freedom. Now it's about women's freedom and deleting any 
freesoftware who's author is against women's freedom.

It used to be a, as they say, "male space", now it is a "space" where undesirable "males" have been 
run out.



HIghlights - misogyny - 5/5
If you do nothing but support feminism and attempt to make sure every man in opensource 
does too: you are a great boon to the "opensource community"

If you write freesoftware, release free media of every type and in quantity, but hate feminism, 
you are a "plague" on the "opensource community".

What happened?

*(Said men are skinny as a rail, and the women are as big as a small car)

These people are just using what productive men built for their own devices: to promote freaks 
and fucks, while contributing little or nothing back and ruling the roost.



HIghlights - misogyny

Feminists need to be thrown out of kernel development, 
like how they threw anti-feminist men out of debian and 
other linux distro development.



HIghlights - misogyny

Feminist software foundation



HIghlights - misogyny

Dude, I'm not on a horse here.  I'm not asking you to 
change your communication styles in order to help 
minorities.  I'm not some crazy feminist ranting about 
cooties on Google+.



Racism



Racism!
Uhh, I don’t know how to write this slide.

Search results, variable X - 10



HIghlights - Racism

Noone was born to act and behave like a nodding ***** in 
front of you - and if you do not want to take that, well, 
then you're strictly obsolete, man!



HIghlights - Racism

It disgusts me to no end that the bleeting of scaried sheep 
is so promiment here in America. The new wave of 
patriotism: Lick the hand of your master, and praise him 
for beating someone other then you. The house ****** 
mentality....alive and well now in every race and creed.



No one said anything 
bad about the jews...



Does this actually 
matter?



Messages and Impact
As of last night, there were 2,641,204 messages in the 
LKML archives (1996-2017).

Rome has 2.8m residents

Paris has 2.2m

Brussels has 1.2m



Messages and Impact
November, 2016

115 messages considered

2,577,702 on mailing list total



CoC

Pronounced C-o-C



Code of Conflict
The Linux Kernel Mailing List merged a Code of Conflict 
in early March of 2015.



Code of Conflict - 1/3
The Linux kernel development effort is a very personal process compared
to "traditional" ways of developing software.  Your code and ideas
behind it will be carefully reviewed, often resulting in critique and
criticism.  The review will almost always require improvements to the
code before it can be included in the kernel.  Know that this happens
because everyone involved wants to see the best possible solution for
the overall success of Linux.  This development process has been proven
to create the most robust operating system kernel ever, and we do not
want to do anything to cause the quality of submission and eventual
result to ever decrease.



Code of Conflict - 2/3
If however, anyone feels personally abused, threatened, or otherwise
uncomfortable due to this process, that is not acceptable.  If so,
please contact the Linux Foundation's Technical Advisory Board at
<tab@lists.linux-foundation.org>, or the individual members, and they
will work to resolve the issue to the best of their ability.  For more
information on who is on the Technical Advisory Board and what their
role is, please see:

http://www.linuxfoundation.org/programs/advisory-councils/tab



Code of Conflict - 3/3
As a reviewer of code, please strive to keep things civil and focused on
the technical issues involved.  We are all humans, and frustrations can
be high on both sides of the process.  Try to keep in mind the immortal
words of Bill and Ted, "Be excellent to each other."



Did this help?



Post CoC World
Total Results:

“Fag” - last post 2013

“Faggot” - last post February, 2015

“Lesbian” - 12 results



Post CoC World
“Cunt” - last post 2014

“Whore” - last post 2005

“trans*” - last post 2013

“feminis*” - last post: February, 2015



So people stopped saying 
“faggot” and “feminist” 



F as in...
Total usage of “fuck” - 893

Since 03/01/2015 - 3



F as in...
Someone said “cock” once in 2015

(79 total occurrences)



F as in...
People actually also said “please” and “thanks” less 
frequently post-CoC



Do faggots and 
feminists matter?



Yes.



Back to behavior

Other ways we talk about how people act



Are behavioral 
guidelines 

helpful?



Nope.



Incidents
OSCON: pervasive sexual attention (2014).

Chaos Communication Congress: genderqueer attendees harassed. (2014)

ConText (science fiction): Had Anti-Harassment policy. Ineffective. (2014)

ISC2: Woman drugged against “Code of Ethics.” (2015)

Etc, etc.



Incidents

Chart from geekfeminism.com, 2014



Codes of Conduct are 
becoming more 
common.



Success

Not everything sucks all the time



Success?
● Attendees removed from events
● Attendees banned from events
● More Codes of Conduct
● Creating an institutional norm



Call to action

How we can help each other



Helping
● Tell your stories
● Tell event stories
● Be nice to each other
● Call out bad behavior
● Enforce policies



I still love free software



Questions?


